


 - Placing Chips: Divide the Emergence chips and 
Damage chips into a couple piles so each player will 
have their own stack to pick from. 

 - Placing Search Cards: For a 3 player game, take 
out the following and return them to the box. These 
cards will not be used in the game

1F cards: 
        remove 1 Buckshot
2F cards: 
        remove 1 Vaccine (with +1 Survivor mark)
        remove 1 Flare (with +1 Survivor mark)        remove 1 Flare (with +1 Survivor mark)
3F cards: 
        remove 1 Magazine

AllAll cards will be used in a 4 player game. Divide the 
cards based on the floors they belong to, shuffle, 
and place each pile on the appropriate location on 
the Roof-top board. The empty pile is for discarded 
cards.

 - 3 Dimensional Board: Depending on the number of players, the 3 dimensional board is divided into 3 
or 4 play spaces by the Wall boards, and each play space is divided into rooms 1 through 12. In this game, 
each player is appointed to 1 play space, and must sit where the player has complete view of his/her play 
space only. During the game, players may NOT look into the play spaces of other players

 - Building the 3D Board: Place 
the Ground board on the table. 
The two sides are used for 3 / 4 
players games respectively.

ConnectConnect the Wall boards with the 
Joint boards and place on the 
Ground board. Note that the Joint 
boards for 3 / 4 player games are 
different and only 3 Wall boards 
are used for a 3 player game. 
 
AttachAttach the Roof-top board to the 
Wall boards and insert the Floor 
boards between the Wall boards. 
The Roof-top board for 3 / 4 play-
ers also differs, and only 6 Floor 
boards are used in a 3 player 
game.

 - Player Preparation:
Deal each player the following:

1) One Character sheet, you may deal the Charac-
ter sheets randomly or choose which characters 
to be used in the game, each character has a 
unique special abilities.

2) One PC piece, corresponding to the Character 
sheet dealt.

3) One set (1-12) of Emergence Cards

4) One Beginning item card (deal randomly, you 
are not required to tell other players the content 
of your card)

5)5) Three Minor objective cards (deal randomly, 
but you may not tell other players the content of 
your card)

6) One Summary card

 - Player Placement:
 
Place your PC in the room specifed by the Starting Point on your Character sheet.

 - Decide the Starting Player

The player who has seen a zombie film most recently is given the Start Player 
marker.

  - First Encouter

Shuffle all of your Emergence cards and draw 3 cards from the pile. Place zombie 
tokens in the rooms specified by the cards depending on the desired difficulty.

1 zombie: Easy Mode
3 zombies: Normal Mode
6 zombies: Hard Mode

ReshuffleReshuffle all the Emergence cards again and place the pile with the zombie/survivor 
icons facing up in the corresponding areas on the Ground board.






